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ABSTRACT

Searching for the Entrepreneurial Personality: New Evidence and Avenues for Further Research

What makes the entrepreneurial personality is the key question we seek to answer in the special issue of the Journal of Economic Psychology on “Personality and Entrepreneurship”. The contributions are clustered around questions regarding the linkage between personality, socio-economic factors and entrepreneurial development. Results further explain the gender puzzle, while, at the same time, it is clear that stereotypes of what makes the ideal entrepreneur must be revisited. This conclusion is based on new insights into the effects that variables, such as risk tolerance, trust and reciprocity, the value for autonomy and also external role models, have on entrepreneurial decision making. On a more general note, it is clear that more informative longitudinal data sets at the individual level are needed in order to find conclusive answers. In an ideal world researchers would have access to data that includes personality characteristics and psychological traits, motivational factors and cognitive skills. In this respect the research community needs to find new ways to collect these data and make them available for entrepreneurship research.
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There are many judgments concerning “the successful entrepreneur”. Most refer to Schumpeter’s theory (1942) of the “creative destruction” process as the driving force of economic development, where the entrepreneur plays a central role permanently facilitating economic and technical progress. In 2009, the Economist devoted even a report to these “global heroes”. Two major insights can be derived from the report. The first is that the majority of entrepreneurs are (still) male and the second is that they are “a different breed of manager” in that entrepreneurs have different, distinct, personality characteristics from others. Putting together the elements of personality characteristics that were mentioned in the report, the following role model could be derived: Entrepreneurs in the Schumpeterian sense “take advantage of any market opportunity” they discover; they are “strongly attached to their companies”, “unusually, sometimes excessively, confident”, “highly tolerant of risk”, willing “to delegate certain tasks to trustworthy people” and they need to be able to create and maintain “social networks to succeed” (The Economist, 2009, p. 4f).

The special issue of the Journal of Economic Psychology analyzes to what extent these characteristics drive the decision to enter entrepreneurship on the one hand and, on the other, being successful at it. It examines why the self-employment rates of women are consistently lower than those of men and it studies the influence of role models on entrepreneurial intentions. By examining these psychological and socio-economic characteristics of entrepreneurship, we also illustrate why approaches at the intersection of psychology and economics are particularly relevant for conducting entrepreneurship research. The papers in the special issue also make clear that to answer these questions, more data are needed. We need informative longitudinal data sets at the individual level in order to be able to give conclusive answers. One interesting question down the road is – once we have such data - whether the results we find for industrialized countries can be extrapolated to transition economies and developing countries.

As not only The Economist noted, studies reveal (see inter alia Fairlie and Robb, 2009) that gender is a major issue: women are less likely to engage in entrepreneurship. In the first article of the special issue Verheul, Thurik, Grilo and Van der Zwan (2011) focus on the origins of these differences by distinguishing between mediation and moderation effects on the decision stages of entrepreneurship. They aim to find out whether the lower female entrepreneurial activity rate can be attributed to lower preferences of women to become entrepreneurs or whether it is related to the existence of gender differences with respect to other factors. While previous studies already investigated on moderation and mediation effects in this area (e.g. Verheul and Thurik, 2001), the present study tests for these effects within a new context where the entrepreneurial process is treated as a two-step procedure: the cognitive stage of “wanting it” and the behavioural stage of “doing it”.

They aim to examine how gender influences the relationship between these two stages. The model is based on the theory of planned behaviour by Ajzen (1991), linking behavioral
intentions to actual behaviour. By modifying Ajzen’s theory, they examine the relationship between preferences and actual behaviour rather than that between intentions and actual behaviour. In addition, they allow subjective norms and attitudes to directly affect actual involvement in self-employment in order to find out whether the influence of these factors extends beyond the decision stage and is also important for the continuation of self-employment. Verheul, et al. (2011) conclude that “given the untapped female entrepreneurial potential, it is important for policymakers to understand from where the gender differences in the perception of the entrepreneurial environment originate.”

The influence of preferences on actual involvement appears to be independent of gender although women generally have lower preferences for self-employment (mediation effect). Besides lower preferences, there is a significant ‘direct’ gender effect on actual self-employment. This indicates that women have, ceteris paribus, a lower probability of becoming self-employed than men. Some support was found for moderation effects. The results further suggest that the relatively low self-employment rate of women is explained by both a relative lack of willingness and the existence of gender-specific obstacles. The independent effect of gender further points out that there must be other factors that are related to both self-employment and gender (like industry and entrepreneurial experience, household and family, skills and knowledge).

In the public view, entrepreneurs are “highly tolerant of risk”. Previous research supports this judgment insofar as positive correlations between risk tolerance and the decision to become an entrepreneur were observed (see, e.g., Cramer, Hartog, Jonker, and Van Praag, 2002; Caliendo, Fossen, and Kritikos, 2009). It is also true that entrepreneurs are less risk averse than other persons, such as those who are regularly employed (Stewart and Roth, 2001; Hartog, Ferrer-i Carbonell, and Jonker, 2002). However, Chell, Harworth, and Brearley (1991) make clear that for entrepreneurial success it might be wise not to maximize the riskiness of investments. In line with that suggestion Caliendo, Fossen, and Kritikos (2010) find empirical evidence that there is no linear relationship between risk tolerance and entrepreneurial success. Their analysis confirms the hypothesis that persons with particularly low or particularly high risk attitudes survive as entrepreneurs less often than those with a medium-level risk attitude.

In this special issue, the role of risk attitudes is addressed by Willebrands, Lammers and Hartog (2011). Instead of focusing on its influence on survival, however, they analyze the relationship between risk attitudes and business performance in terms of revenue. For this investigation they use data from business owners in Nigeria. Willebrands, et al. develop an approach, inspired by Sitkin and Pablo (1992), that distinguishes between risk propensity and risk perception. By doing so, Willebrand, et al. predict that higher risk perception improves business performance, as perceiving more risks leads to preventive measures. They find robust support for this expectation: The propensity to take risk is negatively related to profits, but if
risk perception is included in the analysis, risk propensity is no longer significant. That also means that entrepreneurs with a higher perception of the financial risk earn higher profits. Therefore, in line with very recent findings, Willebrands, et al. (2011) believe that “a successful businessman seems not to be afraid to take risks, but he is not a gambler either”.

A main driver of entrepreneurship is the need for autonomy. Stepping into self-employment means becoming your own boss and the need for autonomy as a non-financial value becomes an important explanation when entrepreneurs make this career choice although their financial outcome might be lower when compared to alternatives. A number of empirical papers show that autonomy is an important motivator for choosing to be self-employed (among them are Carter, et al., 2003; Feldman and Bolino, 2000) and that jobs that provide autonomy are more intrinsically motivating than those that do not (Corman, et al., 1988).

In their theoretical study Croson and Minniti (2011) model, in a neoclassical framework, the trade-off between increased autonomy from self-employment and the higher income that traditional employment may offer. Psychologically orientated literature shows that the need for autonomy as an important motivator is rooted in the desire to determine one’s own goals (Breaugh 1999). This is similar to self-determination theory (Ryan and Deci, 2000), which implies that autonomy leads to well-being and explains why autonomy in the work environment might be a compensator for higher incomes in a less autonomous position. In accordance with this heuristic Croson and Minniti show why individuals move to self-employment despite the economic disadvantage of doing so, without assuming that entrepreneurs are inherently irrational or making a decision error. The authors focus on the analysis of a utility-maximization model of the individual’s quit decision in the presence of an explicit preference for the autonomy resulting from self-employment.

The model demonstrates that newly self-employed individuals are willing to accept lower earnings in exchange for psychological benefits from self-employment. Their optimal launch-time guarantees that they will quit a job at a time when their income will initially be reduced. Utility maximizing individuals will leave employment in a lower-autonomy job more quickly than those in other jobs. The authors propose that an autonomy based preference for self-employment may be assumed as an alternative hypothesis to the classic hypothesis of overconfidence (see inter alia Forbes, 2005). Moreover, their approach is an important alternative to the seminal papers of Lucas (1978) and Kihlstrom and Laffont (1979). Lucas proposes a neoclassical model on entrepreneurs according to which persons with an entrepreneurial talent self-select into entrepreneurship. Kihlstrom and Laffont develop a similar model with the difference that not talent but risk attitudes are the driving force behind the decision.

A growing literature examines the relationship between personality traits and entrepreneurship (see inter alia Brandstätter, 1997; Zhao and Seibert, 2006, Rauch and Frese, 2007, or Caliendo, Fossen, Kritikos, 2011b). This research finds evidence that not only are the
above mentioned variables of risk attitudes and need for autonomy important determinants of entrepreneurship but that other personality characteristics are important, too. However, few explore whether personality characteristics predispose individuals to benefit more from entrepreneurial training. Fairlie and Holleran (2011) focus exactly on this question and investigate whether entrepreneurship training has differential effects on individuals based on their personality characteristics.

In their study, they examine whether individuals with what is considered to be a “pro-entrepreneurial” personality benefit more form entrepreneurship training. Using data from a large randomized control experiment providing entrepreneurship training in the United States, they find that individuals who are more risk tolerant benefit more from entrepreneurship training in terms of business ownership and starting a business than those who are less risk tolerant. With regard to need for autonomy they find only instable evidence that this variable is important for the degree of benefit in entrepreneurial training. Other variables, such as being particularly innovative, show no influence on the effect of entrepreneurial training.

Once again, the variable of risk tolerance seems to deliver crucial information for the entrepreneurial process. From these findings some interesting conclusions on the effectiveness of entrepreneurial training programs can be derived. The indication that risk tolerant people benefit the most from such programs suggest that groups so far not targeted for entrepreneurship programs might benefit from inclusion. In particular, Fairlie and Holleran emphasize that some of the most disadvantaged groups, such as youth at-risk and individuals with a criminal background, have high levels of risk tolerance, and thus might benefit more from entrepreneurship training than from more traditional job training programs.

One of the formative pictures of entrepreneurial talent in the Schumpeterian sense is the person mercilessly taking advantage of any market opportunity. In this context, Urbig, Weitzel, Rosenkranz and Witteloostuijn (2011) ask if entrepreneurial talent could also be potentially destructive. The talent allocation model by Baumol (1990) and subsequent theoretical work (Murphy, et al. 1991, Acemoglu 1995) suggest that “talent allocates into activities which have the highest private returns, which need not have the highest social returns.” The authors experimentally test Baumol’s assumption that entrepreneurs, once having recognized an opportunity, exploit this opportunity independent of its productive or destructive nature. Thus, they investigate how people with entrepreneurial intent exploit risky investment opportunities with positive and negative externalities. Using macro-economic proxies for productive and unproductive activities the model was tested by previous studies (e.g. Sobel, 2008). However these studies are not able to directly analyze the entrepreneurial decision making process in a controlled environment and at the individual level.

Urbig, et al. focus on the underlying micro drivers of destructive versus productive entrepreneurial investment. This approach makes the study complementary to earlier work of Weitzel, et al. (2010), who focus on benevolent behaviour of entrepreneurial talent. Although
Urbig, et al. support Weitzel, et al.’s previous results for entrepreneurial talent, they also show that a different picture emerges for people that have the intention to become an entrepreneur, regardless of their talent. In addition, they distinguish between entrepreneurial and general talent while analysing a richer experimental setting for entrepreneurial decision-making. Their results show that participants with higher entrepreneurial self-efficacy (entrepreneurial talent) invest more in both productive and destructive opportunities (the latter attributable to larger risk-taking). The generally talented and the entrepreneurially less talented participants, show no differences in their investment behaviour. Thus, by revealing that the destructive effect is not due to general talent, Urbig, et al. support the notion that entrepreneurial talent plays a distinctive (and potentially destructive) role in society. The most promising result of this study is that people who consider entrepreneurship to be a real occupational possibility (i.e. with entrepreneurial intent) invest less in destructive opportunities. The authors infer that risk-takers or entrepreneurially talented persons are more willing to exploit destructive opportunities in wage employment than in private venture. Based on the findings of their study they furthermore conclude that selfishness deserves attention as one of entrepreneurs’ distinctive personality characteristics.

Entrepreneurs are sometimes indeed considered as the selfish actor in the economy. At the same time they also need to have the ability to create and maintain a social network – an ability which seems to be in certain contradiction to selfishness. Nevertheless, it is widely believed that creating a social network is a crucial characteristic for becoming a successful entrepreneur. However, it is difficult to directly measure such ability. The willingness to trust others and to act in a reciprocal way could be interpreted as an essential prerequisite for the development of social interaction and networks. Caliendo, Fossen and Kritikos (2011a) explore, for the first time, to what extent these variables of social cognition influence the decision making process of entrepreneurs in terms of entry and survival in self-employment. As experimental evidence from previous studies shows, trust and reciprocity are important characteristics that influence both participant behaviour in an experimental setting and the outcomes of experimental markets (Berg, Dickhaut and McCabe, 1995; Bolle, 1998; Cox, 2004).

Caliendo, et al. analyze whether the willingness to trust other people influences the probability of starting a business; whether trust, positive reciprocity, and negative reciprocity influence the exit probability of entrepreneurs; and whether the willingness to trust and to act reciprocally influences the probability of being an entrepreneur versus an employee or a manager. In line with previous expectations (see Logan, 2009) a higher level of trust, aggregately measured, significantly increases the probability of entry in self-employment. However, in further analysis of various single trust items, they also find that being aware of the negative consequences of unconditional trust increases the probability of being self-employed. Moreover, the analysis surprisingly indicates that higher trust decreases the likelihood of being self-employed as opposed to a manager.
When it comes to reciprocity, results are inconclusive. Positive reciprocity has no influence at all on the entrepreneurial status. One interesting result with negative reciprocity is the fact that a high willingness for revenge – the strongest form of negative reciprocity and thus detrimental for maintaining a network – increases the probability of entrepreneurial failure. In total, the authors find that the influence of these variables of social cognition is below expectations raised by experimental economics. The question remains open whether better measures for the ability to create and maintain social networks are needed or whether this ability is less important for entrepreneurial development.

The role model of the ‘perfect entrepreneur’ is a much discussed topic in the popular media. Most probably it raises the feeling among the majority of potential entrepreneurs that they are different from the stereotype of a ‘perfect entrepreneur’. As the decision to become self-employed might also be influenced by public reports, role models are crucial. However, the occurrence, function and characteristics of role models are not widely studied. Bosma, Hessels, Schutjens, Van Praag and Verheul (2011) fill this gap by addressing the use of specific role models by entrepreneurship, in both the pre- and post-start-up phases of their companies. There are some previous studies indicating that role models matter for the decision to become an entrepreneur. For instance, there is evidence for the positive influence of parental role models (e.g. Fairlie and Robb, 2007). Networks (e.g., Klyver, et al., 2007) and peer groups (e.g. Gianetti and Simonov, 2009) influence the decision and may provide role models.

The authors conduct a study that includes face-to-face-interviews with entrepreneurs who started a business in the Netherlands. Results show that role models matter for the entrepreneurs: 54 percent of the entrepreneurs have a role model in either of the two phases and view them as influential. One third of the role model users claim that they would not have started their business without the presence of this role model. The dominant function of role models is ‘learning by example’. Further important functions are ‘learning by support’, ‘increasing entrepreneurial self-efficacy’ and ‘inspiration/motivation,’ as predicted by social learning theory and role identification theory.

Furthermore, results show that role models compensate for a lack of entrepreneurial experience. It is interesting that entrepreneurs with better education are more likely to use a role model during the post start-up phase and there is a higher likelihood that these entrepreneurs view their role model as crucially important. Similarities and ties are also found to be relevant. Entrepreneurs and their role models resemble each other in terms of the characteristics, which facilitate the role identification, i.e. gender, sector and nationality. In terms of human capital and firm performance, the individuals behind the role models are older and have much larger firms than their users. Additionally, results show that ‘weak ties’ dominate ‘strong ties’. Icons – such as those usually described in newspaper reports – are seldom considered as role models for entrepreneurs, suggesting that role models tend to be
next-door examples. Last, but not least, as Bosma, et al. clearly point out, that gender is among the factors determining the choice of role models. This closes the circle, returning to the first contribution of this special issue, which focuses on the origins of gender differences.

The contributions to this special issue are clustered around questions regarding the link between personality traits, socio-economic factors and entrepreneurial development. Putting the pieces together, the results of the research, which will be presented in the following papers, reveal that the stereotypes we have about the ideal entrepreneur must be revisited. It makes clear that entrepreneurs seek accessible role models who can provide advice and council, and do not model themselves after famous ones that are commonly found in popular media. Moreover, some answers were given to the gender puzzle, but we still need more information to understand why women are so much less likely to be self-employed. On another note, the special issue provides several new insights on one of the most important variable related to entrepreneurship, namely risk tolerance. We see that entrepreneurs have different risk attitudes than employees, but that they do not necessarily need to be as risk tolerant as is often suggested. However, on the other hand, we also observe that the least risk adverse individuals tend to benefit the most from entrepreneurial training. In addition, entrepreneurs also need to be able to trust others, in particular at the beginning of their self-employed career, which is, again, a risky decision. Beside the risk related analysis, results also find that there is no reason to believe that entrepreneurs mercilessly take advantage of any opportunity, no matter how harmful it is to others. Last, but not least, in view of the importance of empirical research, an extension of empirical measurement of the value of autonomy is required.

These observations suggest a number of related questions. Interesting for future investigation is the further consideration of the effect of a type-specific environment on entrepreneurship. These studies could account for the differing magnitude of the positive link between personality structure and self-employment between various groups. Another relevant field is whether, and how, role models impact the development of the firm. An important question is to what extent do role models discourage individuals from pursuing entrepreneurial opportunities (i.e. negative role models)? Future research should also focus on the effect of role model use on venture performance as a causal effect. In this context, further research for enhancing the effectiveness of entrepreneurial training and policies aimed at guiding persons successfully into self-employment are relevant.

Having addressed some important questions in this special issue makes at the same time clear, that many topics still need substantial research. Since entrepreneurship research tends to focus on industrialized economies, one crucial question is whether economies in developing countries and less innovation-driven economies are based on comparable patterns in order to see whether the results we find for industrialized countries can be extrapolated to developing economies.
Looking at the self-employment rates between such countries shows considerable differences. For instance, while a country like Mexico has a self-employment rate of above 30%, its neighbour – the US – reports self-employment rates of below 10%. Three questions arise immediately out of such differences. Do the same personality characteristics play the same role in both types of countries? Are there more individuals with an entrepreneurial personality in Mexico or is the size of the “basic pool” of potential entrepreneurs the same in both countries? Which variables are apt to explain the difference between the two countries when an individual makes the decision to become self-employed – is it the mere absence of attractive alternatives as an employed or are there other reasons worth to be considered? The investigation of such differences – if existent – in the influence of psychological and socio-economic factors on the preferences to be self-employed in developing countries versus developed countries is of practical importance. The one study on risk attitudes in the present special issue rejects such differences. Reported gender differences in preferences to become an entrepreneur should also be part of this investigation. Another more general aspect could be the test of the reversed causality between perception and actual self-employment, because perception can be formed on the basis of experience with self-employment.

Clearly, this research will be possible only if there is access to high-quality longitudinal data at an individual level. We need informative surveys that include information on all kinds of personality characteristics and psychological traits, on motivation, cognitive skills and entrepreneurial knowledge. Evidence can be based on experimental and non-experimental data. In an ideal world, researchers can design their own data on personal characteristics and psychological traits, on motivation, entrepreneurial skills and knowledge or on the influence of role models on decision making. Such data need to be available at more than one point in time including both pre- and post-start-up in order to judge how these characteristics influence decisions at different stages of the entrepreneurial process. In this respect the research community needs to find new ways to collect these data, if possible for industrialized countries and for developing and transition economies, as well, and make them available for entrepreneurship research. Moreover, it is increasingly important to understand whether and, if so, which traits and personality characteristics are stable over a sufficient amount of time and which characteristics are, in turn, also influenced by specific entrepreneurial outcomes such as for instance large profits or large losses. In this respect the research community needs to find new ways to collect these data and make them usable for entrepreneurship research.
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